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Makian's Umrah 
Dr. Ahmad Al-Hobaib 

Abstract :  
Thank Goodness, Peace and praise be upon the last prophet, 

his relatives, companions and followers after that .. 
There is much talk about Makian's Umrah, people argued 

about it's permissibility and hate ness, Bin Timiah and his followers 
a greed that it seems novelty, touring is better than it, as he related 
their permissibility . 

When I saw some students not realizing such as these 
problems, I insisted to search this problem . 

After revising Sunnah books, I found it full of Hadiths and 
heritages that permit the'Makian's Umrah from inside Makkah with 
obligatory going to the licit, most of these are strong or correct . 

Some scientists agreed on it's permissibility with going to 
the licit . 

Some Jurists said it is preferred all year especially in 
Ramadan al the y confirmed it's recurrence . 

Same scientists agreed on it's preferring for Makian and 
residence who are in Makkah and far from licit . 

Likewise, some who said it's hatter don't have more than two 
Hadiths and six heritages, some of then are correct and others are 
weak, in it's total not enough to meet who said it's permissibility, 
they are the most correctness - All of these were supported by 
evidences involved in the research . 

The research included two chapters . 
First chapter: In which I mentioned the Hadifhs and 

heritages in this problem. Second chapter: In which I mentioned 
seven themes involved in the introduction I have discussed the 
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scientist's opinion and evidences, I mentioned the most accepted 
supported by right evidences . 

Thank Goodness firstly and lately, peace and praise be upon 
our prophet Muhammad, his relatives and companions . 

For a complete version of the paper in Arabic see pp 77- 164 

* * * 
 
 

Base: Ruling people depends on utility 
 

Dr. Nasir Bin Mohamed Bin Mishri Al-Ghamdi 
Attorney of Sharia & Islamic Studies Faculty 

Om Al-Qura University – Mecca 
Abstract : 

Thanking God, pray and peace be upon the most honorable 
among prophets and messengers, Mohamed Ibn Abdullah, and 
upon his mates and relatives. 

Next; This is jurisprudential, practical, authentic research 
about the juristic base: (Ruling people depends on utility), which is 
one of the greatest bases in the Islamic jurisprudence 
comprehensive bases that concern with the greatest sharia politics, 
which concern with the greatest Islamic Sharia aims and the biggest 
base that says: (bringing advantages, and preventing corruptions, 
saving the five necessities: religion, soil, money supply, honor,  
mind). The leaders do their duties of people trusts and keep them 
and provide the necessary secure for them, as well as justice and 
honesty, drawing the Islamic legal limits for these leaders, declare 
to the leaders that all these mentioned above are restricted by 
utility, so what is including advantages and utilities should be 
performed, and what is carrying disadvantages and corruptions 
should be prevented.  
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